HP LaserJet 1300
Internal Components (2 of 2) Diagram

REF
1

PART #

DESCRIPTION

RM10715

Fusing assembly - Bonds toner to paper with heat (For 100V to 127V operation) Mounts in the upper rear of the printer

RM1-

Fusing assembly - Bonds toner to paper with heat (For 220V to 240V operation) -
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0716

Mounts in the upper rear of the printer

2

RA01088

29 tooth gear - Mounts on the end of the pressure roller - Largest of the three gears on
the fusing assembly

3

RA01186

Right side fuser bracket (L-shaped) - Provides mounting support for the fusing
assembly - Mounts to the upper rear corner of the right side plate

4

RA01176

69 tooth gear - Large gear with ribs and six small holes - Mounts on on a rod in the
upper rear corner of the right side plate

5

RM10547

Fan and airflow guide assembly - Mounts to the upper front on the right side plate
assembly

6

RH75315

24V DC Solenoid - Engages the pickup roller gear/clutch assembly - Mounts on the
right side plate assembly

7

RM10527

Right side plate assembly - Includes the right side plate, drive motor, most all drive
gears, and cam levers - Does not come with the pickup roller solenoid or 69 tooth gear
- Right side of the internal printer mechanism

8

RM10546

Front guide assembly - Ribbed plastic piece that runs the width of the printer - Mounts
to the front of the left and right side plates

9

RA01023

Connecting link - Connects between the sliding linkage on the left and right side plates
and the toner cartridge access door (two used)

10

RM10528

Left plate assembly - Left side of internal printer mechanism - Plate that the formatter
PC board mounts to

11

RA01185

Left side fuser bracket (L-shaped) - Provides mounting support for the fusing assembly
- Mounts to the upper rear corner of the left side plate

12

Q189060001

Formatter PC board assembly - Mounts to the left side frame assembly

13

Q133400001

RFI shield - Metal plate that covers the formatter PC board
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